At 10 days after inoculation, the populations of the derivative strains NAE34P+ and NAE34P-were lower than their initial populations (Fig. 2) . In the stem tissue at this stage, similar distorted cells of the derivative strains NAE34P+ and NAE34P-with dense ribosomes were observed in the intercellular spaces.
At 20 and 30 days after inoculation, the cells of the derivative strain NAE34P+ observed in the intercellular spaces presented normal structural features (Plate I-3). Collapsed and plasmolyzed host cells were frequently observed at 30 days after inoculation (Plate I-3). In the stem of the loquat at 20 and 30 days after inoculation with the derivative strain NAE34P-, two kinds of bacterial cells were observed in the intercellular spaces.
One had the normal shape of bacterial cells, but the other had electron-dense and distorted bacterial cells (Plate I-4). The host cells adjacent to the bacterial cells were more or less denatured at this stage, but not collapsed (Plate I-4). The cells of NAE34P+ and NAE34P-in the intercellular spaces were surrounded by a small or a large amount of fibrillar material which seemed to be extracellular polysaccharide2,3). There was no remarkable difference in quantity and structure of fibrillar material between NAE34P+ and NAE34P-.
At 40 days after inoculation with the derivative strain NAE34P+, the collapsed host cells were observed more frequently. Some groups of the derivative strain NAE34P+ adjacent to the collapsed host cells were surrounded by electron-dense granular material, but bacterial cells preserved their relatively normal shape (Plate I-5). Although a large number of bacterial cells of the derivative strain NAE34P-were observed in the intercellular spaces at 40 days after inoculation, collapsed host cells adjacent to these bacteria were rarely observed (Plate I-6). A large proportion of the cells of the derivative strain NAE34P-were morphologically irregular (Plate I-7).
Differences were discovered in the development of symptoms between the derivative strain that harboured an 85-Md plasmid and the cured strain. The productivity of plant hormones such as indoleacetic acid (IAA) and cytokinin, which seemed to be important from the point of view of developing symptoms, were investigated. However, there were no significant differences in the ability to produce IAA1) and cytokinin (unpublished data) between the derivative strains NAE34P+ and NAE34P-. When the derivative strains NAE34P+ and NAE34P-were inoculated into the stem tissue of the loquat, there was a large difference in the bacterial population between the two derivative strains. In addition, a striking dissimilarity was found in the shape of the cells between the two derivative strains.
The observations presented here show that the population of the derivative strain NAE34P-in the stem tissue decreased and a large number of their cells was distorted, whereas the population of the derivative strain NAE34P+ increased in the stem tissue and the shapes of their cells were almost normal. The failure of multiplication in the stem tissue of the derivative strain which had been cured of the 85-Md plasmid seems to be associated with no canker development. To find the role of the 85-Md plasmid, further studies are needed to determine the reason why the cells fail to multiply in the stem tissue of the loquat.
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